Marilyn Monroe (female)
born on Tu., 1 June 1926 time 09:30 UT 17:30
in Los Angeles, CA (US) longitude 118W15 latitude 34N03

- Sun: Gemini 10Pi26'40 in house 10 (Placidus)
- Moon: Aquarius 19m05'54 in house 7 ≈ 248°39
- Mercury: Gemini 6Pi46'43 in house 10
- Venus: Aries 28Pi45'02 in house 9
- Mars: Pisces 20Pi43'54 in house 8
- Jupiter: Aquarius 26m49'33 in house 7
- Saturn: Scorpio 21Pi26'30 in house 4
- Uranus: Pisces 28Pi59'41 in house 8
- Neptune: Leo 22Pi13'22 in house 1
- Pluto: Cancer 13Pi23'30 in house 11
- Moon's Node: Cancer 18Pi16'02 in house 12
- Chiron: Taurus 0Pi23'41 in house 9

Ascendant: Leo 13Pi04'06 Descendant: Aquarius 13Pi04'06
2nd House: Virgo 6Pi08'01 8th House: Pisces 6Pi08'01
3rd House: Libra 3Pi39'42 9th House: Aries 3Pi39'42
Imum Coeli: Scorpio 6Pi00'11 Medium Coeli: Taurus 6Pi00'11
5th House: Sagittarius 10Pi34'55 11th House: Gemini 10Pi34'55
6th House: Capricorn 13Pi30'17 12th House: Cancer 13Pi30'17

- Aries
- ♀ Taurus
- ♈ Gemini
- ♋ Cancer
- ♎ Leo
- ♏ Virgo
- ♐ Libra
- ♑ Scorpio
- ♒ Pisces

Aspect symbols
- ♀ 0° Conjunction
- ♎ 180° Opposition
- ♒ 90° Square
- ♏ 120° Trine
- ♐ 60° Sextile

Other symbols
- New Moon
- ♣ First Quarter Moon
- ♒ Solar eclipse
- Full Moon
- ♢ Last Quarter Moon
- ♔ Lunar eclipse
- ♠ Moon void of course
- ♣ Lunar phase at birth

Times given in the calendar are according to the time zone of:
Los Angeles CA (US)

Overview of your long-term transits

Interpretation for the above transits is printed at respective date. Overview is without house transits.